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Preview of approach and results
 Study foreign investment in US corporate bonds 2003–2016:

 Security-level data: accurately characterise shifts in portfolio composition
 Empirical identification: use cross-sectional differences in investor-country interest
rates; since not closely related to US debt market conditions, largely avoiding
simultaneity/omitted variables concerns – rates low, risks vary for other reasons
 Endogeneity: net shifts in foreign holdings typically not large enough to drive
access or financing conditions for US corporate borrowers
 Find statistically/economically significant risk-increasing shifts in the composition of

bond holdings in response to lower safe rates in home economy

 Shifts in US corporate bonds economically significant within foreign portfolios
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Low rates can pressure profits and capital of financial institutions
 Low interest rates can put pressure on profitability, capital positions

 Banks: pressure on profitability through lower net interest margins
 Life Insurers: often have minimum return guarantee for policyholders; exposed to
rate declines when assets mature before liabilities (”duration mismatches”)

 Pension Funds: defined benefit guarantees can entail a de facto minimum
required long-term rate of return that can also involve duration mismatches
 (US) Money Market Mutual Funds: need enough yield to cover fund expenses,
especially those that need to avoid ”breaking the buck”
 Low profitability and capitalisation can increase “rational” incentives for search-for-

yield, and search-for-duration to make up profits, restore capital, etc., esp. over time
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Sovereign yields over time: general declining trend, but large variations
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1-year Sovereign yields by economy (2003–2016)
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US share in foreign countries’ bond portfolios
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Yield on countries’ portfolios of U.S. corporate bonds
negatively relates to their domestic sovereign yield
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Empirical approach and hypotheses considered
 Panel regressions, with year×country fixed effects (equivalent of diff-in-diff approach):

 The more the safe interest rate at home declines, do (more) investors change their
holdings relative to outstanding (and other investors) towards US bonds with:
- higher yields (ie, taking more credit and interest rate risks)?
• higher yield spreads (ie, taking more credit risk)?
• longer duration (ie, taking more interest rate risk)?
 Do effects appear in purchases of newly issued securities and in portfolio rebalancing?
 Are effects stronger in some periods? At low level of rates?
 Omitted variables? Other robustness tests
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Empirical setup: regression specification

 ΔHi,j,t /Outi,t : change in holdings relative to bond i outstanding amount
 Riski,t : yield (or yield spread and duration)
 SOV

j,t

: home sovereign yield

 CDSUSt : general market price of US corporate credit risk
 Liquidityi,t : bond trading volume as a ratio to bond outstanding
 cj,t : country*time fixed-effects to absorb all home country conditions

 Allow country fixed effect to vary by newly issued or seasoned
 Also use time-varying variables; bilateral trade, financial linkages, exchange rate
 In some specifications, also issuer fixed-effects.
 Weighted using the bonds' outstanding amounts. And error: εi.j.t.
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Baseline: Δhome yield and U.S. yield choice. Dependent variable: ΔHi,j,t / Outi,t
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Control variables: US, bond-specific, and investor country
 Important to control for overall riskiness of corporate sector

 ΔCDS*Bond Yield negative: less “inflows” as corporate risks overall increase
 “Flight home”
 More-liquid bonds disproportionately preferred by foreign investors

 Bond yield coefficient:

 Sign/interpretation less obvious, w/ interactions and also time and country fixed
effects
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Economic significance: effects on yield, spread, duration differentials
 Scenario: sovereign rate declines by 200 bp (cumulative difference between euro-area

and Japan over sample)
 Compute the predicted changes to portfolio weights from fitted values
 Compare aggregate statistics for actual and scenario portfolios averaged over

country-years
 Results for the non-crises sample:

 Yield differential: 43 bp
 Worse average credit rating: about 0.5 notches
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Baseline: spread and duration (all countries). Dependent variable: ΔHi,j,t / Outi,t
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Spread and duration: seasoned vs. new bonds. Dependent variable: ΔHi,j,t / Outi,t
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Sub-periods: spread and duration. Dependent variable: ΔHi,j,t / Outi,t
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Low vs high home yield: spread and duration. Dependent variable: ΔHi,j,t / Outi,t
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Robustness and additional results
 Results robust to:

 Home sovereign yield in levels instead of changes
 Inclusion of alternative home-country drivers
- bank CDS premiums
- expected corporate earnings growth
- expected currency appreciation (unadjusted home yield wins “horse race”
against synthetic dollar yield constructed from currency swap rates)
 Excluding emerging markets, using individual euro countries
 Other sovereign bond maturities (5 years)
 Using alternative (weights for) home-country yields within euro area
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Contribution: risk-taking by institutional investors internationally
 Changes in local interest rates affect investors’ portfolio composition through

changes in cross-border portfolio investment into US

 Adds to literature on risk-taking related to interest rates as largely focused on
bank lending or mutual fund flows
 Granular security-level data allows for studying the primary and secondary
market/portfolio effects and for controlling for bond characteristics
 Overcome many identification challenges plaguing other studies

 Single country studies in literature have challenges in identifying relationship
between interest rates and risk-taking
 Use cross-section of countries with variety of changes in home interest rates ...

 ... yet each representing very small fraction of investment in the US
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Conclusion
 Unique security-level data on foreign countries’ holdings of US corporate bonds
 Explore the variety of changes in countries’ home interest rates

 Provides less concern about reverse causality or omitted variables biasing results
 Evidence of a “search-for-yield” as changes in interest rates affect risk-taking

 Shift to riskier US bonds in response to lower home interest rates
- The larger the decline in home interest rates, the larger the shift towards
higher yielding bonds as well as towards longer duration in portfolio
 Extrapolating the (small) part of behaviour observed, can conjecture that:

 Investors likely made risk-increasing shifts elsewhere too that could pose financial
stability risks, particularly if low-interest rate environment persists
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